Improved dose distribution with a universal acrylic breast compensator.
Wedge filters frequently do not provide optimal distribution in the chest wall, lung, and areolar-nipple complex because they extend through the entire width of tangential radiation fields for breast cancer. In addition, medial wedge filters increase dose to the contralateral breast. In order to overcome these shortcomings, a new method of acrylic compensation was investigated. A universal acrylic breast compensator (ABC) was designed, with patient data, to extend anteriorly from the central axis. To accurately display build-up data, the ABC was entered into the treatment planning system as a wedge filter. Dose homogeneity within the compensated breast, chest wall, and lung volumes was assessed using 3-D planning and dose volume histograms. Dose to the contralateral breast was evaluated using thermoluminescent dosimetry in a polystyrene phantom. Opened, wedged, and compensated conditions were irradiated using the above described techniques. Due to lack of extension of the ABC posteriorly to the central axis (allowing lung inhomogeneity to correct for increased patient thickness), ABCs reduced the high dose regions in the chest wall and lung as compared to wedge filters. ABCs reduced hot spot in the areolar-nipple complex more efficiently as compared to wedge filters. ABCs also reduced dose to the contralateral breast by more than 20% relative to wedge filters. Wedge filters can be inefficient because of lung transmission and contour topography. Excessive dose to the chest wall, lung, and areolar-nipple complex, and contralateral breast can be alleviated with the use of a universal acrylic breast compensator. Its convenience and dosimetric advantages both in treatment planning and daily application offer a useful tool in the management of breast cancer.